CUBED
By
R. KAIN

ONE DAY AT THE OFFICE

COPYRIGHT PENDING  r_kain@netzero.net
FADE IN:

WE ARE GONNA ROCK DOWN TO CUBE AVENUE

INT. SMALL OFFICE SETTING, OVERHEAD VIEW OF FIVE GUYS SITTING IN CUBICLES TALKING IN THEIR HEADSETS, PROVIDING VARIOUS TECH SUPPORT. EDDIE GRANT, ELECTRIC AVENUE IS PLAYING.

ZOOM IN ON CUBICAL NUMBER ONE, COVERED IN TRANSFORMER TOYS AND POSTERS, AS A GUY WITH UN-KEPT HAIR IS PLAYING WITH A TRANSFORMER WHILE GIVING TECH SUPPORT.

TRANSFORMER TOM (IN ROBOT VOICE)

Yes sir, click on start, run, (ch, cho, ch, cha, cho transformer noise) then type in win ip config and read the number back to me that appears.

CLIENT #1 OS

Okay...206.124.03.01

TRANSFORMER TOM

Okay You are good to go, Is the anything else I can do for you today?

CLIENT #1 OS

Yea, can I speak to your supervisor please?

TRANSFORMER TOM (IN ROBOT VOICE)

Yes sir, just one moment and I will connect you.

PAN TO: SLIGHTLY LARGER DESK AT THE END OF THE ROW OF CUBICLES, WHERE A MIDDLE AGE MAN (JON STEWART LOOKING) SIPS ON A CUP OF WARM COFFEE

ANGLE: LEANING BACK IN HIS ALMOST BROKEN CHAIR, TRANSFORMER TOM POINTS A TOY LASER BLASTER AT TEAM LEAD JON AND TRANSFERS THE CALL

TEAM LEAD JON

Hello this is team lead Jon, how can I help you?

CLIENT #1 OS

Um,... I asked for a supervisor.

(CONTINUED)
TEAM LEAD JON
I understand sir, but here at Tele-Guru Incorporated, in our phone response department, there are only team members and team leaders. So how may I help you.

CLIENT #1 OS
The guy I was working with thinks he is a fucking robot or something.

TEAM LEAD JON
Or something sir assure you.

CLIENT #1 OS
Are you trying to get smart with me, he kept making weird as robot noises and shit.

TEAM LEAD JON
Was he able to assist you with your connectivity issue?

CLIENT #1 OS
Yea...but, he was talking like a fucking robot when he did it.

TEAM LEAD JON
Sir that is a very negative way to speak about a special needs employee, who is working very hard to provide you with quality technical support.

CLIENT #1 OS
Special needs? oh you mean like "Rain man", oh my bad.

PAN TO: TRANSFORMER TOM FLYING TRANSFORMER JET TOY AROUND HIS CUBICLE WHILE WAITING FOR A CALL

TEAM LEAD JON
Yes sir,... just like "Rain man". Is there anything else i can help you with?

CLIENT #1 OS
No, no... that’s all, thanks.

JON HANGS UP HIS PHONE AND POINTS AT TRANSFORMER TOM

(CONTINUED)
TEAM LEAD JON
You better get a grip or I will take Star-scream out of your cubicle at lunch and run him over in the parking lot.

TRANSFORMER TOM (IN ROBOT VOICE)
just try it and I will go Predicon on your ass.....(ch,cho,cha,ch,ch)like Grimlock bitch...

A SMALL BLACK MAN IN THE CUBICLE NEXT TO TRANSFORMER TOM PUTS HIS PHONE ON MUTE, COVERS THE MOUTHPIECE ON HIS HEADSET AND LEANS BACK OUT OF HIS CUBICLE FILLED WITH PIN UPS OF PHAT BOOTY BITCHES.

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY
Yo mutha fuckers I am on a call, shut the fuck up, and keep your gay ass robot toys out of my cubicle...

TEAM LEAD JON PUTS A FINGER OVER HIS MOUTH AND NODS HIS HEAD.

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY (SINGING)
ain’t nothing wrong, with watching a lil porn at work... Ah Ya, Ain’t nothing wrong with a lil jerk at work

CLIENT #2 OS
I have no idea how this material got on my PC sir.

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY
Its all good,is just a knuckle chuckle and no one but Smooth Larry has to know that you do the knuckle chuckle under your desk....Nasty, By the way have you ever checked out Naked celebs.com

CLIENT #2 OS
Oh .. oh.. my god, who the hell is Smooth Larry? and no I have not seen Naked celebs.com

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY (SINGING)
I am Smooth Larry, cuz I am the smoothiest, I am the grooviest...I am the baddest mo fo lo down round this town...

(CONTINUED)
CLIENT #2 OS
what the hell are you saying?

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY
I am Smooth Larry,...and you should check out Naked celebs.com, its only $2.99 a month. alright yo, I am done here.... let me log off your system...Okay Next time you wanna jerk at work, just remember Options, History, clear all.

CLIENT #2 OS
Thank You Smooth Larry, you’re the best.

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY
say I am the Smoothiest...

CLIENT #2 OS
You are the smoothiest

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY
Sho nuff...

SMOOTH LARRY DISCONNECTS HIS CALL AND PICKS A TRANSFORMER UP FROM INSIDE HIS CUBICLE

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY
Yo Tom man, you need to quit playing with these toy robots and decorate your cube with some beauties like mine.

SMOOTH LARRY POINTS TO HIS CUBE FILLED WITH PINUP GIRLS AND CENTERFOLDS

TRANSFORMER TOM (IN ROBOT VOICE)
I meet lots of girls...

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY
You’re a liar, you know you mess with no women son. You’re a grown ass man playing with toys, ...sad just sad.

TRANSFORMER TOM
No seriously I was in the craziest orgy ever at the Trancon-cyber-furry fiction-figure-fest.

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY
That’s not even a real thing, you just made that shit up right now.

AN UNSHAVEN BOHEMIAN LOOKING FELLA IN A GRATEFUL DEAD SHIRT AND DEW RAG LEANS BACK ON HIS CHAIR OUT OF HIS CUBICLE

HALF BAKED BOB
Awe Larry leave him alone man. If he finds his inner peace and nirvana from playing with toy robots, let it be...it’s all good man.

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY
I’m not hating, the boy just got 15 years of repressed sexual frustration in him,... and that is some scary shit. My cousin got out the pen after 15 years, he was trying to fuck everything; vacuum cleaner, fur carpets, mannequins at the store...he was off the hook. I just don’t wanna come in here one day and find him banging a toy robot in his cubicle

A CLEAN CUT MILITARY LOOKING RUSSIAN LEANS BACK OUT OF HIS COMPLETELY UNDECORATED CUBICLE

SERIOUS SERGEI(RUSSIAN ACCENT)
Wait,...Tom,...You tell me American womens find transformer toy attractive for mens... it is...status symbol.I have made purchase of Omnicrom Prime, but I have yet to see dirty girl deceptawomens.

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY
Sergei, he be feeding you some shit,...ain’t no women into transformer toys.

TRANSFORMER TOM
Trancon-cyber-furry fiction-figure-fest...equals dirty girl deceptacons...ch, chochu, ch, ch.

TRANSFORMER TOM (IN ROBOT VOICE)
Dirty girl deceptacons..

(CONTINUED)
ANGLE TO: OLDER DISTINGUISHED GENTLEMEN (THE MOST AMAZING MAN IN THE WORLD) IN THE CORNER CUBICLE WITH HIS FEET ON THE DESK SMILING AND TAKING IT ALL IN WHILE WORKING ON THE PHONE WITH A CLIENT.

AMAZINGLY ANDREW
Yes mam, you are most welcome, it was my greatest pleasure to be able to assist you today.

CLIENT #3 OS (OLDER POWERFUL WOMEN)
Andrew you never fail me, you should think about coming to work for me.

AMAZINGLY ANDREW
You flatter me Madam, my place is here at Tele-Guru, providing interactive resolutions to exquisite clients like you.

CLIENT #3 OS (OLDER POWERFUL WOMEN)
Well then Andrew, I better renew our service contract so we can continue to have our wonderful little conversations...

AMAZINGLY ANDREW
Of course Madam, if there is nothing else I will connect to you to a sales representative to handle the details of your contract renewal,...As always it has been my divine pleasure.

CLIENT #3 OS (OLDER POWERFUL WOMEN)
Ciao Andrew.

AMAZINGLY ANDREW DISCONNECTS HIS CALL, TAKES HIS FEET OFF OF THE DESK AND STARTS DOING YOGA STRETCHES.

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY
See Sergei, you should be talking to Andrew about American womens. I see the honeys he be rolling out of here with,......fine

SERIOUS SERGEI (RUSSIAN ACCENT)
Andrew must have amazing transformer.
CONTINUED:

TEAM LEAD JON
Bob,...what are you doing?

PAN TO: BOB ROLLING A JOINT IN HIS CUBICLE

HALF BAKED BOB
What,..?

TEAM LEAD JON
You know you can't do that here.

PAN TO: BOB LICKING THE JOINT

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY
Dam Bob,...That's what I'm talking about.

HALF BAKED BOB
I have a prescription for this, and doctors orders. Tele-Guru's employee policy is very clear on work time medication needs...I am gonna smoke it in my car on break.

TRANSFORMER TOM (IN ROBOT VOICE)
You're always on break...

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY (SINGING)
I got a prescription to Jon..uh uh

A LARGE BALD SWEATY MAN IN A SUIT STORMS INTO THE ROOM

BIG DICK RICHARDSON
Jon, I need to have a word with you in the conference room right now.

THE CONFERENCE ROOM

INT. SMALL OFFICE CONFERENCE ROOM

TEAM LEAD JON AND BIG DICK RICHARDSON COME IN AND SIT DOWN.

BIG DICK RICHARDSON
Okay Jon,... How is it that I got the feeling your team has completely fucked me once again?

TEAM LEAD JON
Sir I am not exactly sure what you are referring to this time,... but

(continued)
BIG DICK RICHARDSON (ANGRY)
What are you not telling me you
little mother fucker. I got FBI
agents crawling around my office.

TEAM LEAD JON
He said he had a prescription for
it.

BIG DICK RICHARDSON (ANGRIER)
I know about that; I know about Bobs
Pot, I know about Larry’s porn, I
know my clients complain about
fucking robot noises, and Russian
accents. Andrew is the only one on
your whole team that is worth a
shit. I have no idea why I have not
fired your whole fucking band of
retarded misfits.

TEAM LEAD JON
I am not sure what it is that they
have done this time, But I am
willing to take full responsibility
for what ever it is.

BIG DICK RICHARDSON
I don’t know yet either, but I
think we are about to find out.

THREE FBI AGENT ENTERS THE ROOM, TWO OF THEM IN SUITS AND
SHADES, THE THIRD (AGENT CARTER) IS WEARING AN FBI PULL OVER.

AGENT CARTER
Okay, listen up gentlemen, I am
only going to say this once, There
are a lot of people who are going
to die if you do not answer my
questions honestly,... right now. I
want to know who is writing
embedded macro linear crypto
encryption in this building?

BIG DICK RICHARDSON
I have no idea what you are saying
right now,... is this a tech
question?

AGENT CARTER
Listen I am field agent in the FBI
cyber criminal division. I am
trying to stop a terrorist from
launching a cyber attack on a
(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
AGENT CARTER (cont’d)
nuclear power plant on the east coast. I need to find the person who wrote the linear encryption?

TEAM LEAD JON
That sounds like something that someone on my team might know how to do.

BACK UP IN THE CUBES

INT. SMALL OFFICE SETTING, CUBICLES.

AGENT CARTER, DICK AND JON ENTER THE CUBICLE ROOM

TEAM LEAD JON
Alright guys, listen up get off your calls and set your phones to "not ready status", please...Thank You.

BIG DICK RICHARDSON (ANGRY)
which one of you little sons of bitches has been doing the crypto bullshit?

AGENT CARTER
What Mr. Richardson meant to say was which one of you has been writing embedded macro linear crypto encryption in this building?

AMAZINGLY ANDREW
I admit I was bored yesterday on break. And Bob was mentioning how much he would like free cable so I wrote an algorithm that performs macro commands in a linear crypto encryption environment.

HALF BAKED BOB
Ahh,... come on, The cable company just keeps raising the bill,every month...they bill me for DVR,... the fucking DVR only records "Antique Road Show"

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY
What The fuck Bob,...I want some free cable,...Hook a brother up.

(CONTINUED)
SERIOUS SERGEI (RUSSIAN ACCENT)
Yes,..Sergei wants free cable too.

BIG DICK RICHARDSON
Of all the assholes I wanna fire
here Andrew, say its not you.

AGENT CARTER
Andrew is it? I need your help. I
am trying to catch someone who is
going to launch a cyber attack on a
nuclear power plant. I need you to
write an algorithm for me, one that
will find this signal and identify
his IP address so we can locate
him.

AGENT CARTER HANDS ANDREW A FOLDER WITH SOME PAPER WORK IN
IT. ANDREW STARTS FLIPPING THROUGH IT.

AMAZINGLY ANDREW
Okay I can do this for you, however
you will need something with
incredible signal strength to
broadcast my algorithm.

ANDREW STARTS WRITING CODE

TRANSFORMER TOM (IN ROBOT VOICE)
Larry,Sergei,..tell them about the
satellite.

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY (ANGRY)
Tom, you wanna be robot snitch
mother fucker...

SERIOUS SERGEI (RUSSIAN ACCENT)
What,...Who gives shit,..Larry and
Tom and I make porno
satellite....used to spy for KGB,
now satellite takes picture of
naked celebrities at beach.

TEAM LEAD JON
Okay,... I am not taking
responsibility for that.

TRANSFORMER TOM (IN ROBOT VOICE)
I posed it to look like
Soundwave...Just like the movie
bitches.

TOM STARTS PLAYING WITH SOUNDWAVE SATELLITE TRANSFORMER AND
MAKING ROBOT NOISES

(CONTINUED)
AGENT CARTER
You mean to tell me you guys are
the ones that stole the Nurenkov
Satellite,... from Russian military
intelligence.

SERIOUS SERGEI (RUSSIAN ACCENT)
They are just Russian military
now...There is no intelligence
since Sergei has come to find his
American deceptacon dirty womens.

AMAZINGLY ANDREW
Code is done, gentlemen may I have
your satellite transponder ID.

TRANSFORMER TOM (IN ROBOT VOICE)
I I.M.’ed you the transponder
ID...Soundwave ready and waiting.

HALF BAKED BOB
Will we still get our $2.99 a month
from our naked celeb subscribers?

TEAM LEAD JON
Bob, your in on this too?

HALF BAKED BOB
We are a team Jon,... You taught us
that!

AMAZINGLY ANDREW
I am sorry Bob, Naked celeb’s is no
longer on line,... But I did back
up those pics of Jennifer Aniston
you are so found of.

HALF BAKED BOB
I don’t care how old she is, she is
so hot.

TRANSFORMER TOM (IN ROBOT VOICE)
She would make a very good dirty
girl deceptacon..

AGENT CARTER
Come on guys this is important,
lives are at stake, can we please
focus...

AMAZINGLY ANDREW
Done,...Here is your suspects Ip
Address, here is the address his
(MORE)
AMAZINGLY ANDREW (cont’d)
attacks are coming from, and here
are the registered occupants for
the address.

AGENT CARTER
Andrew you are amazing.

AGENT CARTER LOOKS AT ANDREWS COMPUTER MONITOR AND PULLS OUT
HIS HIS CELL PHONE.

AGENT CARTER (ON PHONE CALL)
This is Agent Carter, cyber
division, patch me through to
Langley...Agent Carter, field ID
270-90-227. We have a positive ID
on our perps. Camden New Jersey,219
college park road. Field agent need
to take into custody, one Trey
Spadoinkle, and one Matt
Rock,...Priority alpha...go go go.

AGENT CARTER HANGS UP THE PHONE.

SERIOUS SERGEI(RUSSIAN ACCENT)
What is spadoinkle, I do not know
this?

BIG DICK RICHARDSON (ANGRY)
Well this is the type of shit I was
talking about Jon. This group of
ass-clowns hacked a Russian
Military satellite, and started a
god dam online porn site while they
are suppose to be fucking
working...what do you have to say
about this Jon?

TEAM LEAD JON
They are gifted...

BIG DICK RICHARDSON (ANGRIER)
This is what I have to say,... You
are all fucking fired,... clean out
your desks and get the fuck out...

AGENT CARTER
Well Gentlemen,...I am truly
grateful for your help, and in
light of your new found situation,
I will personally vouch for each
and everyone of you if you would
like a position with the FBI
Cyber-terrorism department.
TRANSFORMER TOM (IN ROBOT VOICE)
Sweet, then we can investigate Big Dick Richardson, for embezzling company money to go to Taiwan and sleep with little boys.

SMOOTH GROOVE LARRY
Nasty...

BIG DICK RICHARDSON (HUMBLE)
Fired, I was joking, my most gifted team,...You will always have a place at Tele-Guru.

AMAZINGLY ANDREW
Amazing....

EDDIE GRANT, ELECTRIC AVENUE IS PLAYING
THE END
FADE OUT

WRITERS NOTES
On the off chance that anyone ever reads this, it was written to be a short as a pitch for a pilot for a premium channel series. To truly see the script as it was imagined by the writer, a list of roles and imagined actors has been included with this script. The theoretical cast are as follows.

Team Lead Jon Played By Jon Stewart
Transformer Tom Played By Nick Swardson
Smooth Larry Played By Kevin Hart
Serious Sergei Played By Peter Stormare
Half Baked Bob Played By Alan Covert
Amazingly Andrew Played By Jonathan Goldsmith
Big Dick Richardson Played By Rob Corddry
Agent Carter Played By Dylan McDermott
Agents #1 and #2 Played By Extras
Voice Characters
Client #1 Played By Jon H Benjamin

(CONTINUED)
Client #2 Played By Will Ferrell
Client #3 Played By Jessica Walters

Shooting concerns: Transformers and all character and product references are trade marked property of Hasbro Inc., an American multinational toy and board game company.